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CALL TO ORDER
MOMENT OF SILENCE
PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
PUBLIC INPUT

NEW BUSINESS

SGFB No. 3 By Senator Major
A Finance Bill to allocate twenty thousand dollars and zero cents (20,000.00) from the Legislative Contingency Account to fund the Physical Theatre Club’s participation in the LSU School of Theatre Touring Production of Original Physical Theatre

• COMMITTEE ON BUDGET AND APPROPRIATIONS

SGR No. 1 By Senator Porche
A Resolution to strongly urge the Louisiana State Legislature to FULLY fund the Taylor Opportunity Program for Students (TOPS) during the 2018 legislative session

• COMMITTEE ON SLDCO

SGCR No. 4 By Senator Allmon
A Concurrent Resolution to appoint Jason Wolf to fill the vacant University College Center for Freshman Year (UCFY) seat

• COMMITTEE OF RULES

SGCR No. 5 By Senator Allmon
A Concurrent Resolution to appoint Ahmad El-Rachidi to fill the vacant Humanities and Social Sciences seat

• COMMITTEE OF RULES

SGCR No. 6 By Senator Allmon
A Concurrent Resolution to approve Nicholas Foster to a one year term as an Associate Justice for the University Court

• COMMITTEE ON RULES

SGCR No. 7 By Senator Allmon
A Concurrent Resolution to approve Alero Simon as Public Defender for the University Court

• COMMITTEE ON RULES

SGCR No. 8 By Senator Allmon
A Concurrent Resolution to approve Daylen Borne as Solicitor General for the University Court

• COMMITTEE ON RULES
SGCR No. 9 By Senator Allmon
A Concurrent Resolution to Approve the Appointment of Ross Brown to the Position of Commissioner of Elections

- Committee on Rules

SGCR No. 10 By Senator Allmon
A Concurrent Resolution to Approve the Appointment of Andrew Collins to the Election Board

- Committee on Rules

Committee Reports

Academic Affairs  Senator Borne
- Not much right now
- Join Committee/bring ideas
- Last spring passed a resolution to form the Faculty Award – encourage your friends

Budget and Appropriations  Senator Riley
- Handle the SG budget/any finance bill
- Last nights Committee meeting was amazing; great start to the semester
- Asked good questions, debate
- SGFB 1 passed 9-0-1
- SGFB 2 failed in committee
- Account balances

Campus Affairs and Sustainability  Senator Ellis
- Meet Monday at 5
- Handles anything on campus that deals with structures of buildings
- Light walk is happening – CAS will not have a meeting that day
- Journalism building/any building – there should be buildings with the water bottle fountain
- Lockett will be torn down, so there will not be anythings done to it

Student Auxiliaries and Services  Senator Grashoff
- Didn’t discuss much – brainstormed
- Aux services are working on – they’re in progress and they’re not finalized
- Billiards room: A student service
- Tech center
- Magnolia initiatives – to go box initiative
- Priority scheduling for union space – students get first choice
- Another meeting this Friday – you’re more than welcome to sit down and talk about initiatives

Student Life, Diversity and Community Outreach  Senator Perkins
- Meet Mondays at 7
- Anything that falls into a code of conduct
- Legislation next week – if you want to come here that, come to meeting!
- First SO point will be due by the 9th

Rules  Speaker Pro Tempore Hunt
- Heard 5 appointments – 4 for Senate, 2 for UCFY
- All great, will hear them soon
- Sen. Landry: amend the election code
- Passed 6-0-1
EXECUTIVE OFFICER REPORTS

- COURTNEY REEDER:
  - WE’RE COMMITTED WEDNESDAY
  - ME TOO EVENT
  - OFFICIAL SEXUAL AWARENESS DATE

- KIRE JACKSON:
  - INTERNATIONAL FOOD DAY
  - INTERNATIONAL CULTURAL CENTER – OUTSIDE VENDORS, THEY CAN’T SELL
  - ALSO DOING INTERNATIONAL FOOD LUNCH
  - ORGANIZATIONAL OUTREACH
  - MASTER LIST FROM ALL THE ORGS IN – SEND THEM OUT & GET THEM TO HELP WITH OUTREACH

JUDICIAL OFFICER REPORTS

UNFINISHED BUSINESS

SGCR No. 4 By Senator Allmon
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO APPOINT JASON WOLF TO FILL THE VACANT UNIVERSITY COLLEGE CENTER FOR FRESHMAN YEAR (UCFY) SEAT
- DEBATE:
- SEN. ALLMON:
  - PASSED UNANIMOUSLY
  - ALREADY HAS INITIATIVES

  ⊗ PASSED WITH UNANIMOUS CONSENT

SGCR No. 5 By Senator Allmon
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO APPOINT AHMAD EL-RACHIDI TO FILL THE VACANT HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES SEAT
- DEBATE:
- SEN. ALLMON:
  - PASSED UNANIMOUSLY AND HE DOES GREAT WORK
- SEN. EL RAACHIDI:
  - GIVE HIM HIS VICE CHAIR BACK
- SEN. RILEY:
  - NOBODY DESERVES THIS MORE THAN HIM
- SEN. VAUGHN:
  - HE ROCKS! HIS ROOMMATE!

  ⊗ PASSED UNANIMOUSLY

SGCR No. 3 By Senator Allmon
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO APPROVE MAXWELL MARTIN AS THE ATTORNEY GENERAL
- DEBATE:
- SEN. ALLMON:
  - IN FAVOR, PASSED UNANIMOUSLY
  - HE’S THE LIAISON BETWEEN EXEC AND SENATE

  ⊗ PASSED WITH UNANIMOUS CONSENT

SGCR No. 1 By Senator Allmon
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO APPOINT SPENCER CHIASSON TO FILL THE VACANT UNIVERSITY COLLEGE CENTER FOR FRESHMAN YEAR (UCFY) SEAT
- DEBATE:
- SEN. ALLMON:
  - PASSED UNANIMOUSLY AND HAS GOOD IDEAS

  ⊗ PASSED WITH UNANIMOUS CONSENT

SGCR No. 2 By Senator Allmon
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION TO APPOINT ALEXANDER HERNDON TO FILL THE VACANT COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING SEAT
- **DEBATE**:
- **SEN. ALLMON**:
  - Passed unanimously
  - Good initiative
- **SEN. CHALPIN**:
  - He always has a smile
  - He dressed up for the event and he will be a great senator

  o **PASSED UNANIMOUSLY**

SGFB No.1 By Senator Bell
A Finance Bill to allocate a maximum of five thousand dollars and zero cents ($5,000.00) from the Student Government Initiatives Account to fund the TurboVote technology for twelve months beginning on the effective launch date

- **DEBATE**:
- **SEN. CHALPIN**:
  - Everyone on the committee was on board
  - Hit on all the concerns
  - Passed 9-0-1
- **SEN. LANDRY**:
  - He likes to study elections – Administration can be lousey as far as registration; Louisiana has it pretty good
  - There is a lot of fragmentation – Louisiana requires one set of requirements, we have students from all over the U.S. — would be good to have one stop place, and so they don’t have to figure it out by themselves
  - Voting age is 18 – can register in their senior year of high school – States should develop some opt in – we have to work with what we have; it would be a good way to work with what we have

  o **PASSED WITH 100% IN FAVOR**

  - Abstentions:
    - Sen. Bianca
    - Sen. Stirling

SGB No. 1 By Senator Jo. Landry
A Bill to amend the Election Code regarding the addition of reapportioned Senate seats

- **DEBATE**:
- **SEN. ALLMON**:
  - Passed 6-0-1
  - Only thing amended was parallelism and grammar.

  - Abstentions:
    - Sen. Bianca

  o **PASSED WITH 100% IN FAVOR**

LO No. 4 By Speaker Mickler
A Legislative Order to appoint the Standing Committees of the forty-seventh LSU Student Senate

  o **PASSED WITH UNANIMOUS CONSENT**

Legislative Officer Reports
Advisor Reports
Petitions, Memorials, and other Communications
Adjournment